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As in the rest of the world, football and football clubs have a great influence on our
country as well. In addition to the love of football, our country is rapidly adapting
to technology with the influence of its young population. Digital technologies and
products are very popular in our country, and they are among the world’s leading
in terms of usage rates.
Adana Demirspor Club is a sports club that conducts commercial activities to
organize and support all kinds of sports, social, artistic, and cultural activities. In
this way, it aims to raise mentally and physically healthy and talented sportspeople,
and to promote unity, all kinds of social solidarity and cooperation, among the
members.
Developing digital technologies are indispensable for commercial activities in
today’s world. It is imperative that clubs, like all institutions around the world,
quickly adapt to digital financial technologies.
As Adana Demirspor, in order to achieve our goals for our country swiftly, and to
render them sustainable, we are embracing the financial technologies that today’s
world has been laying emphasis on too.
In order to reach a broad audience across our country and achieve our goals,
we are embarking on combining digital technology and the most favorite sports
organization and a great history.
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History of Adana Demirspor
Adana Demirspor was established with the Civil Defense Obligation section law,
which was enacted to prepare the youth who were not conscripted during the
Second World War for war, and that stipulated institutions employing more than
500 employees in the public and private sector to establish sports clubs. The
first founding members of the club, whose foundations were laid within the 6th
Regional Directorate of TCDD in 1938, were Eşref Demirağ, Vasfi Ramzan, Hasan
Silah, Hikmet Tezel, Feridun Kuzeybay, Seha Keyder, Emin Ersan, Zekeriya Kolcu,
Esat Gürkan, and Kenan Gülgün.
The “Çukurova League” was formed with the participation of constituent teams
such as İdmanyurdu, Torosspor, and Seyhanspor, which are considered to be
the first sports clubs of Adana, as well as the corporate teams Milli Mensucat
and Demirspor. This league has gained a regional identity with the participation
of Mersin İdmanyurdu. Adana Demirspor as the sole champion of the period
between 1942 and 1953 qualified for the Turkey Finals.
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Club and Fan Relationship Today
Nowadays, football clubs and their fans have been interacting more and more with
the developing technology. Individuals would like to influence the decisions of the
club they are a fan of, make their voices heard, and get the chance to win special
prizes. Adana Demirspor Club aims to enable its fans to be one step closer to the
club and benefit from exclusive advantages and unique experiences.
As Adana Demirspor, we have planned to include our fans in a decision-making
mechanism where they can directly participate in many issues by altering the existing
habits and offering a digital asset to our fans. In this way, our fans will be able
to feel like a part of the management, and thus, the concept of fandom will be
revolutionized. With the digital asset, we call Adana Demirspor Coin, our fans will
be able to participate in many decision-making processes in-game, before and after
the match, and in general with our mobile application and participate in events using
Adana Demirspor Coin. With the application being developed, Adana Demirspor
fans will be able to partner with the team they are passionate about with many
special and unique experiences using Adana Demirspor Coin (ADSC).
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ADSC Design and Technology

ith the emergence of Bitcoin in 2009, concepts of cryptocurrency and
blockchain have emerged as well. Through simplifying the interpersonal money
transfer to a huge extent, Bitcoin abolished the borders and prerequisites.
Furthermore, blockchain technology has enabled every single transaction to be
recorded in the most secure and unalterable way possible. Thus, a revolution
has taken place in the field of economics with the secure and borderless transfer
features pioneered by Bitcoin and this led to the emergence of numerous
enterprises and companies struggling to advance existing business plans and
technical infrastructure.
Ethereum, which emerged after Bitcoin, started a new era for digital assets
by introducing smart contracts on transfers. With Ethereum that enables the
applications to be run on the parts of the system, new classifications have also
emerged in the field of digital assets. Tokens are divided into three categories:
utility tokens, security tokens, and payment tokens.

ADSC Technological Partner

a) Utility Tokens
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A utility token is a form of cryptocurrency that grants users certain benefits and
decision-making power in exchange for payments they perform or cryptocurrencies
they possess. Utility tokens are designed for purchasing particular services of
companies with the aim of strengthening the bonds between the companies and
communities. They cover a broad usage area, including certain exclusive rewards,
discounts, and similar beneficial features provided by the companies.
Ether(ETH), as an instrument of payment utilized for executing smart contracts on
the Ethereum blockchain, is a good example of utility tokens. ANT, a bought and
sold digital asset that enables users to have a voice in the future decisions Aragorn
Network project, constitutes another example. Utility tokens are the most common
type of digital assets in the whole cryptocurrency ecosystem.

(b) Security Tokens
Security Tokens are created through fragmentation of the total value of an asset
into cryptocurrencies. Tokenization processes of company stocks can demonstrate
the workflow for security tokens.
The public offering model has been usually adopted as the method for distributing
security tokens. With the aim of raising funds for their enterprises, companies
transfer their floating priced, non-payment, and non-utility digital assets; thus,
essentially perform security sales.

(c) Payment Tokens
Payment tokens do not offer any advantages in the way that utility and security tokens do. Nevertheless, via the infrastructure they present, they play a
key role in the emergence of the most secure and quick payment methods.
Satoshi Nakamoto described payment tokens in the Bitcoin Whitepaper—an
11-page long article entitled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”.
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Being the most important cryptocurrency, Bitcoin has been incessantly enabling peer-to-peer and borderless money transfers since 2009. Bitcoin’s low
transaction capacity, which is limited to 2-3 per second encouraged the emergence of various numerous rival projects. For instance, Ripple, another major
project, can execute thousands of transactions per second.
Sports clubs display a peculiar relationship with their fans that involves a
strong sense of belonging and a common course of action. Through using
utility tokens, sports clubs can provide their fans licensed products and tickets
with special advantages, they can organize exclusive events for utility token
holders, also they could consult their utility token holder fans on a wide range
of issues. Depending on the compliance between the regulatory framework
of the country of the sports club and security tokens, the club can fragment its
stocks into digital assets. Adoption of cryptocurrencies in sports clubs would
elevate club administrations to the technological infrastructure of the future
and relieve them of countless technical expenses.

The

total value of the sports industry peaked at $488.5 billion in
2018. The clubs with high sectoral value have begun to realize the benefits
of cryptocurrencies by the year 2020 and have been realizing these
benefits through integrating their fans with the technological infrastructure
of cryptocurrencies. Some sportspeople have been requesting their payments
in crypto or trying to convert their contracts into digital assets. NBA player
Spencer Dinwiddie tokenized the $13.5 million fraction of his contract
worth $34 million and sold it to 8 investors. World-renowned
clubs, such as Barcelona and Juventus created their own tokens
and offered these to their fans.
Sports clubs have the potential to abolish international
borders and enhance transparency through managing
their fan relations and player contracts via digital
assets. Considering the size of the sector, sports
clubs with the capability of managing this
process could expand their spheres of influence
and extract financial benefits.

Why
Cryptocurrencies?

With the global digital transformation taking place, cryptocurrencies
are increasing in areas of usage in many sectors. And sports clubs
are gravitating towards cryptocurrencies to adapt to hi-tech solutions
to improve their interaction with their fans. With the introduction
of ADSC, Adana Demirspor fans will be able to participate in the
decision-making mechanism of the club via trust-based auctions and
polls.

The fact that many leading institutional investment firms and
organizations include cryptocurrencies in their portfolios and prefer
them technologically, proves that this transformation is supported
globally. Perfection in the functioning of voting mechanisms embraced
by the decentralized communities suggests that similar positive
outcomes will benefit the fans of football clubs as well.

Areas of Usage of ADSC
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eveloped by Turkish engineers in line with our country’s fintech vision, ADSC
is a product of smart contracts built on blockchain technology. ADSC will enable
club supporters, all sports fans, and every citizen to access all sports events, and
all services which will continually be developed within the scope of this project—
accompanied by exclusive advantages. Within its intended area of usage, ADSC
will offer substantial benefits to individuals and institutions that own it.
The project team will be developing campaigns and opportunities for the taste of
the ADSC holder members, and always announce them via ADSC mobile app.
Members registered in the system will be constantly informed of these developments
via emails and other media channels.
ADSC is designed to help fans participate in club activities and products under the
most favorable conditions. ADSC will provide its owners with discounts and various
advantages in Adana Demir Store products and ticket sales. The advantages include
but not limited to the following list:
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A. Opportunity to Participate
in Club’s Decisions
By spending ADSC on the ADSC mobile
application, fans will have the opportunity to
vote for player substitutions to be made, team
formation and transfers, and to express their
preferences on issues such as jersey designs,
travel bus designs. Thus, the requests of the
fans will be communicated to the club
instantly and objectively.

Areas of Usage of ADSC
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B. Right to Participate in
Club Events
Just by owning ADSC, fans will have the
opportunity to watch training sessions and
takes their chances to win free tickets.
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C. Opportunity to
Participate in Auctions
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With the ADSCs they have over the
application, Adana Demirspor fans will
have the chance to benefit from exclusive
events by participating in the auctions
taking place in the application. For
example, an auction can be launched, in
which the highest ADSC bidders would
win the right to travel with the team during
away games. Auctions can offer various
exciting experiences such as meeting with
Adana Demirspor players.

D. Opportunity to Pay with
ADSC
Together with the opportunity to socially
participate in club administration, as ADSC
will always be equal to 1 Turkish Lira, ADSC
holders will be able to make payments with
ADSC in partner businesses using QR code
without any volatility risks.

Areas of Usage of ADSC
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E. Discount Opportunities in
Licensed Club Products
Adana Demirspor fans will have discount
opportunities in their licensed product
purchases made via the application.
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F. Campaigns and
Discounts
Fans will have discount opportunities
when shopping in ADSC partner
businesses stated in the ADSC mobile
application.

Design and Technology of
ADSC
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ADSC,

will be created using Ethereum infrastructure. Ethereum is
known as the programmable blockchain and enables various business models to be
built on blockchain. Being created using ERC-20 standards proposed by Ethereum,
ADSC will be used as a method of payment while containing numerous features
for strengthening the bonds between the team and fans. Digital assets created
using ERC-20 standards can be stored in hot and cold wallets supporting Ethereum
infrastructure.

ADSC Mobile Application
Fans will utilize ADSC tokens in full capacity using ADSC mobile app. All features
of the ADSC token explained in this whitepaper will be provided through mobile
mediums, and the mobile application will be available on all platforms for the
access of users. The Mobile app will include numerous features, such as Turkish lira
deposits/withdrawals, ADSC purchases, payment operations, voting, and many
others.

ADSC Token Economy
ADSC has been planned to be able
to operate with the highest efficiency
and to provide the highest benefit to
people. In this context, the ADSC
project will be carried out
with the following plan and
information.
Project Name:
Adana Demirspor
Coin
Ticker Symbol: ADSC
Total Supply:
50,000,000.00

The total supply of ADSC will be provided through selling from the reserves owned
by our club. The use of ADSC by fans will return the tokens to the reserve, thereby,
ADSC will continuously operate in a cyclical fashion and its areas of usage will be
expanded. With the advantages offered by ADSC’s stable value, we have positive
projections for both the fans and ADSC.

Technology Partner of ADSC
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Technology Partner of ADSC
Bitexen Teknoloji A.Ş. is the technology partner for the creation process of
ADSC token and ADSC mobile app. Since 2018, Bitexen Teknoloji A.Ş. has proved its success as a digital asset exchange and fintech service
provider and has been a white-label provider.
Bitexen
Teknoloji, is a renowned leading tech platform
w i t h
Bitexen.com, which serves hundreds of thousands of
customers.
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Management
Company of
ADSC
ADSC management process will be
administered by “DİJİTAL VARLIKLAR
SATIŞ PAZARLAMA VE TİCARET A.Ş:”,
as the owner of all the digital assets to
be created.

Important
Information
Any information contained in
this document does not constitute
investment advice. When making
digital asset investments, investors
must perform their own risk
assessment. Information in this
document may change in the future
and notification of such changes are
not subject to the obligation.

www.adscoin.com

